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Typically, Android security issues fall into several main categories. First, personal information is stored unsafely on the phone, and secondly, an unsafe message from any back database or web server. And while there are many other things that can go wrong, most security issues fall into these two areas. In this article we will look at
various options to protect personal information in the application, and in the next article we will look at network communications. The best option is never to store a user's personal information, such as passwords or credit card numbers, on your phone. If getting a user to enter a password every time is not an option, then you'll have to keep
a username and password somewhere on the device. There really aren't many places where you can store information on an Android device. The ability to store information in general preferences, or in a sqlite database, or in the key of the device. Over the past few years, I've been part of a process that has manually verified a couple
hundred Android apps. During this time I have seen the same security problems repeated over and over again. And while we do our best to make developers aware of security issues with their applications, we have been far more successful in hacking apps than in getting anyone to fix them. So in an attempt to spread the knowledge, let's
look at some real authentication models we've seen as developers try to hide password information. They are ranked in order of difficulty to break. The store in cleartextStore is encrypted using a symmetrical KeyUsing Android Keystore encrypted using asymmetrical keysCleartextUsing cleartext means that there is no protection of user
data during execution - suggesting that the hacker has physical access to the phone, which is a big assumption. But since there are so many phones for sale on eBay and Craigslist you have to assume that your app will end up sooner or later on used devices. You can access all the information in the app's data folders using the adb
backup command and then convert it to a resin format using Android Backup Extractor or abe.jar. For example: adb backup com.packagename.android Java-jar abe.jar unpack backup.ab resin-xvf backup.tarUsing cleartext means that there is no protection of user data during execution - assuming that the hacker has physical access to
the phone. A little better option used by a significant number of apps is to customize the android flag:allowBackup to be false in AndroidManifest.xml, and then put whatever you want in your overall preference or in the sqlite database. The idea is that if no one can back it up, then no one have access to passwords. Unfortunately, there is a
big flaw in this argument. Android is a Linux-based system so root will have access to any files on the phone. If the phone is phone properly destroyed when it is resold the new owner will have all the time in the world to eradicate the phone and recover any dynamic information about the user stored in the data folders by changing the
permissions to the file and then doing the ADB pull rather than the ADB backup command. Here's an example of a shared preference file with an open password: ?xml version''1.0' encoding''utf-8' standalone'yes'? The stringstring name2secret4me'lt;/string'gt; boolean name'remember valuetrue-lt;)lt;t.g. If you're going to take this approach,
don't keep the key in the APK code or anywhere else over the phone. It is never a good idea to use AES, DES or any other symmetrical encryption algorithm if you keep a key where it can be easily found. It's a relatively simple process to find an APK and then get a copy from your phone. Adb shell pm team packages will receive an APK
list on your phone. To find where APK lives by phone, use adb shell pm com.packagename.android using your APK name. Then use the next command to get a copy of the APK, adb pull/data/app/com.packagename.android-1/base.apk making appropriate changes for the package name and path or APK name where appropriate. Use
jadx base.apk to decompat the code back to the Java source code to see if you can find the encryption key in the code. If you are familiar with dex2jar, then I suggest switching to jadx. This is an order of magnitude better at decompilation than dex2jar. A lot of applications that I audited in the past with dex2jar have only given up their
secrets when we start using jadx. Developers are a useful bunch and they often put encryption keys in easy-to-find places like com.packagename.android.util.security.Developers are a useful bunch and they often put encryption keys in easy-to-find places like com.packagename.android.util.security. If it doesn't work more often than not,
the code isn't t confusing, and you can try searching for a class name or phrases such as encrypt or decipher. Decipher the password to cut and insert the decryption code into the Java file and give it a password as an argument. Some developers make the encryption key device specific, including information about a device such as
AndroidID, as well as doing and modeling information, but it's mostly useless if you can already see how the key is put together in the code. If you're going to use some kind of recipe to create an encryption key, then confuse the code correctly, so the ingredients aren't easy to find. If it is possible to store some of the information (or even
the entire key) remotely on the server, so that not all the information can be On the phone. And as your app grows, and you add more sure everyone knows how to encrypt and decrypt information to enter. In one of the dating apps that I audited, I found the password encrypted in general preferences and another copy of the password is
also stored in cleartext in the sqlite database of the application. Someone either didn't know the rules or simply forgot to delete the old code that stored the password in the database. If you're writing a health app and you want to see if it's HIPAA safe then put the device into airplane mode and if you can still log in to the app then it probably
doesn't comply with HIPAA rules. Android KeystoreThe safest option for password encryption is to use asymmetric encryption algorithms such as RSA. Asymmetric means that the key is divided into public and private keys, where only a private key can decrypt information. We see many more developers using Android Keystore to store
public and private asymmetric key information. In Android Keystore this public - private key exchange takes place on the device and seemingly hipAA compatible. We say it seems like again if you can eradicate the phone you can access private keys. Nothing is 100% safe and sooner or later someone will find a way to get on the keys,
especially if you put everything in the same place. I've always had problems with mechanisms like Android Keystore because the app developer relies on another developer's security skills and there are no physical obstacles to getting on the keys. Public and private Android Keystore keys are stored in the catalog
/data/misc/keystore/user_0 catalog. The private key is stored in key_alias app_id_malicious a file that has a app_idUSRCERT.key_alias Asymmetric encryptionA is a more secure asymmetrical encryption option in remote storage of a private key. When the password is first entered, it is sent to the server for storage. It is also encrypted
with a public key and stored in general preferences. Every time the password is verified, the public key of the encrypted password is sent to the backend server and decrypted with a private key. The password information in the server database is then checked. The token is then passed on to an Android customer to gain access to the app.
Never a password is visible on your phone. In Android, this usually means using Spongy Castle libraries or other alternatives such as Google's Keyczar. Of course there are other security issues that you should be thinking about how to make sure that someone doesn't just send you a publicly encrypted key from another device. But
намного проще добавить дополнительные ингредиенты для вашего асимметричного ключа рецепт, чтобы сорвать такого рода атак, когда код&lt;/key_alias&gt; &lt;/app_id_malicious&gt; &lt;/key_alias&gt; &lt;/app_id&gt; &lt;/app_id&gt; on the server. We'll get back to that in the next article. In the future, Lollipop encryption could
put an end to many of these types of attacks, but until Lollipop gains critical mass, options 1, 2 and 3 will not be safe approaches. Our initial recommendation is to ask the user to enter their password every time they log in. If this is not possible, then never keep the password in clear text or leave the key in the code or on the device for
someone to find. Asymmetric encryption keys using Spongy Castle or Google Keyczar are much better alternatives to consider. In the next article we'll look at similar options to protect API keys. About author Godfrey Nolan is the founder and president of mobile and web development company RIIS LLC, based in Troy, Michigan, and
Belfast, Northern Ireland.He had a healthy obsession with reverse engineering bytecode. See more from him here. He is also the author of Bulletproof Android: Practical Tips for Creating Safe Apps. The opinions expressed by entrepreneurs of depositors are their own. It's official. There are more mobile devices in the world than humans -
about 7.2 billion, and they breed five times faster than we do. With mobile monopolizing so much of our time, it's no wonder businesses require you to build apps and soar to the top charts in app stores. But with more than 1.6 million apps on Google Play and about 1.5 million on the Apple App Store, it can be hard to cut through the clutter
and land one of the coveted first places. The success of the App Store begins in the first phase of application development and shifts to the ASO marketing and strategy that you and your team use. Here are five tips to help you create a great app and improve its visibility to eventually crack the app store code. Related: Why your small
business needs a mobile app1. Collect user feedback and never stop itering. For developers, there's a huge sigh of relief when the first version of the app comes to fruition, but just because your app is built doesn't mean the work is finished and the money will roll in. Because there are more than 1000 apps presented in Apple's App Store
every day, and with such stiff competition, the one-and-done mentality doesn't work. Development is an ongoing process, so developers should always look for ways to improve and update your app and its offerings. While putting out a great product is the goal, developers shouldn't be getting caught up in creating a better version in the
morning. It is more effective to first create a minimum viable product (MVP) to collect verified data from users and results to inform about the current development. However, to do this, you need to take into account the workflow and have an appropriate team. If your app plays a key role in your business, you should have a full-time job
developers and payroll designers to continually update the app based on user feedback. Related: A beginner's guide to creating and launching App2. Design and UX rule the day. The design is everything, clear and simple. If your app has a good design and intuitive user interface, users will stick to and provide feedback even with bugs
and glitches - giving you the ability to do updates. The technical elements are only part of the puzzle and with millions of applications competing for users, the ones that are most enjoyable to use will grab the most attention. Ultimately, design determines how people use the app and actually integrate it into their daily lives. As a result,
human-oriented design may not be stressed enough. When creating an app, developers and designers should focus on the user's journey in its entirety. From the initial opening phase of the App Store to the landing process, simplicity is key. Instead of oversaturing the app with too many features, app developers should have a clear goal
in mind. So they don't stay hoping that the user will choose the right path; they will know with confidence that users are experiencing the app as intended. Throughout the process, it's important to look for input from end users, because in the end, you can have a revolutionary application or idea, but if no one knows how to use it, it won't
work. 3. Know your audience. This can continue, but the quality of the application is determined by the value it provides to its end users. As a result, one of the most important questions that developers have to ask is: Are we building the right app for our target audience? For example, if you build a sports app for fans, speed will be key.
Because of the nature of the sport, where everything happens instantly, users wait until the second result. If your app is slow and can't immediately tell fans Stephen Curry scored another buzzer-beater, they'll drop you faster than he can shoot. In contrast, if you're creating an app for the elderly, you won't need to prioritize the speed so
much. Instead, creating large buttons and easy-to-use text will be more important. No matter who the target audience is, developers need to have a deep understanding of users and their motivation in order to develop the best app for them. Related: How this startup makes mobile app development easier4. Use seasonality to your
advantage. Creating an app is 20 percent of the work 80 percent are delegated to marketing and product changes. While many strategies and tactics fall under a broad marketing umbrella, understanding seasonality and its impact on your app is important. Apps provide marketers with the perfect vehicle to deliver timely, personalized
notifications and updates. One of the most effective ways to distinguish an app from another is to use seasonal marketing marketing By doing so, your marketing team can use well-time deals, discounts and seasonal graphics to peak both new and existing users' interest and interaction with your app.5. Keywords are key. Today, 70
percent of online adult consumers use app stores to make purchasing decisions, and 30 percent of clicks go to the first app or game list. With the stakes set so high, just hoping that you get a rating is not enough. ASO is based on the science based on the algorithms and keywords that the Apple App Store and Google Play use to
organize and rank mobile apps. Because of this, it works systematically, allowing your marketers to use keywords to their advantage and increase your app or game search results rating. As an example, imagine that you are marketing a ninja-themed tower defense game called Ninja X zombie battle where ninjas defend against hordes of
zombies. From keyword research conducted, your marketing team can discover that zombie tower defense games is a common search phrase for tower defense gamers. It describes the game accurately and it also has low competition - meaning that your app will have a better chance of ranking on the first page of App Stores - since it
gets a high search score. Of course, algorithms can change in the blink of an eye. With that in mind, it's a good rule to track keywords and change them as needed. As new competition enters the market, keywords that may work well in the past can slip. Your marketing team should always be prompted in what is and doesn't work with



keywords. Running an app quickly became a must for many companies, large and small. Getting there is one thing, but to be seen is another. In order to make a splash and get your app the most attention, your teams can follow these steps to climb to the top. Top. best crack app store for android
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